Brontosaurus
walked the
earth millions
of years ago

Few would dispute the statement in the headline at left. Yet, the statement is entirely false.
(See the real story on the reverse side.)
We believe in the truth of many claims simply because we’ve heard them before and
haven’t thought much about them. Marketing professionals call this condition the
“Truth Effect.”

Truth Effect study
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Researchers conducted three experiments exposing 237 subjects to an equal number
of true and false advertising claims over the course of two sessions. Subjects saw some
claims only in the first session, some only in the second session, and some in both
sessions. In each experiment, one group of subjects was asked to gauge the truth or falsity
of the claims on a seven-point scale from “definitely false” (1) to “definitely true” (7).
Another group rated whether the messages were easy to understand, from “difficult
to understand” (1) to “very easy to understand” (7). In session two, all subjects were
additionally asked to judge whether they had previously seen the item in the earlier
session (yes or no). From the results, researchers determined claims heard more than
once were more believable—whether these claims were actually true or false.1
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Studies show frequency of repetition increases the believability of simple advertising messages.

Executive Summary
▪ The more often you expose

your audience to your
message, the more likely
they are to believe the
message is true (especially
in the absence of claims to
the contrary), regardless of
whether the claim is true
or false.

▪ Complex messages increase
audience involvement.
However, they lower the
believability of your claims
and lessen the Truth Effect.

▪ More complex feature/

benefit messages should
be reserved for brochures,
Web sites, and materials
used closer to the actual
buying decision.

▪ In the face of competitive

claims, increased frequency
can help advertisers maintain
and foster believability of
their own simple message.

Understanding the Truth Effect
Most people reading the headline on the opposite side accept the claim as true. But the headline is entirely false.
Back in the 1970s, paleontologists discovered what they had previously thought were the bones of a single
dinosaur—the Brontosaurus—were actually the bones of two dinosaurs: the body of the Apatosaurus and the
head of the Camarasaurus. The Brontosaurus simply didn’t exist.
However, many of us still believe in the Brontosaurus
—and our belief illustrates the two major tenets of
the Truth Effect:
1. Repetition leads to belief, regardless of the
truth or falsity of the statement. We heard
about Brontosauruses often; therefore, they
must have existed.
2. “Low involvement” fosters belief. Unless
we’re paleontologists, our involvement with
dinosaurs is low. We don’t care much about
Brontosauruses, and probably never heard
about the evidence disproving their existence.
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Frequency builds Truth Effect. While belief of a claim increased with both
high and low involvement, belief increased more with low involvement when
subjects were less involved in judging the actual truth or falsity of claims.
The goal for achieving believability suggests marketers increase recognition
of their claim by requiring the audience to do little in-depth analysis.

High involvement vs. low involvement
For the purposes of the Truth Effect study, “high involvement” meant
asking subjects to judge the truth or falsity of claims, while the “low
involvement” group judged only whether the claims were easy to
understand.The message for marketers: the more readers scrutinize
your ads, the less believable they’ll find your claims.
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Recognition of the claim is a critical element of the Truth
Effect, which suggests the importance of consistency in
advertising. Your audience must recognize your message
for you to get the benefit of the Truth Effect. Repetition and
consistency even within the same forum — for example,
two ads for your product in the same issue of a magazine—
has been proven to enhance the Truth Effect.3

Conclusion: keep it simple
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encourage an advertiser to lie or misrepresent a product
claim, it’s interesting to note the Truth Effect does not rely
on actual truth; rather, the effect relies (in part) upon
repetition. People believe statements that “ring a bell”
with them—claims they’ve heard in the past more so than
messages they’re hearing for the first time.2
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True or false? While we would never

In the study cited on page one, higher involvement with
advertising claims led to greater skepticism. When participants
in the study were asked to consider whether claims were actually
true or false, they became far more critical.
Of course, your prospects will need to compare the relative
merits of your product and competitors’ products when making
a buying decision. However, prospects have to believe in you
before they’ll even consider buying from you. Simply exposing
prospects to claims is sufficient to increase their belief in later
related statements.4
The Truth Effect, then, suggests you should use simple, attentiongetting claims in your advertising to foster believability. More
complicated features and benefits should be left to brochures,
Web sites, and other sales materials closer to your prospect’s
actual buying decision. By keeping advertising simple and letting
sales materials fill in the details, your communications work
harder at every step in the marketing process.
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